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Abstract
Breast cancer, a highly common type of cancer, has become a significant public health concern today. According to world
statistics, it accounts for most emerging cancer cases and cancer-related deaths today. Importance of diagnosis in people's
lives consequently calls for the most effective and accurate cancer predictions, for updating patient treatment aspects and
survival criteria.Machine Learning algorithms are widely utilizedin intelligent human services frameworks, particularly for
breast cancer diagnosis [4].It has the potential to be extremely useful in the early identification and prediction of breast
cancer. It has become a research hotspot and has proven to be a powerful technology. We used machine learning algorithms
in this project to predict and diagnose breast cancer by determining the most effective classifier in terms of confusion
matrix, accuracy, and precision. The Random Forest classifier outperformed all other classifiers and achieved the greatest
accuracy (96.5%). The entire project is carried out in the Anaconda environment and is based on the Python programming
language, NumPy, Pandas, Matplotlib, Seaborn, and Scikitlearn libraries.
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1. Introduction

features from complex breast cancer datasets.
Data mining algorithms used in the healthcare industry

Breast cancer is one of the most lethal and
heterogeneous disease in this present era that causes
the death of enormous number of women all over the
world [3]. It is the second largest disease that is
responsible of women death [10]. Timely clinical
treatment of patients can significantly improve
prognosis and chances of survival, making early
diagnosis of breast cancer very important. More
accurate classification of benign tumors can help
patients in avoiding unnecessary treatments. Therefore,
the correct diagnosis of breast cancer and the division
of patients into benign or malignant categories has
been the subject of many studies. Machine learning is
widely recognized as the best method for classifying
and predictive modeling of breast cancer patterns

play a key role in disease prediction, diagnosis, drug
cost reduction, and real-time life-saving decisionmaking for high performance.The most common goals
of data mining modeling are classification and
forecasting[7]. It uses multiple algorithms to predict
breast cancer. This project primarily compares the
performance

of

three

classifiers:[1]

Logistic

Regression, Decision Tree and Random Forest. The
research community believes that these are some of the
most effective data mining algorithms, leaving a
significant mark in today's world. Our goal is to use
machine learning algorithms to predict and diagnose
breast cancers and find the most effective classifier [2]
based on the performance of each classifier in terms of
confusion-matrix, accuracy, and precision.

because of its special advantage of identifying key
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The dataset used in this story is publicly available and

 The categorical values (M’s and B’s) are encoded into

was created by Dr. William H. Wolberg, physician at

numeric data. These numeric values later serve as

the University of Wisconsin Hospital at Madison,

classifier input. ‘M’ and ‘B’ are changed to 1 and 0

Wisconsin, USA.The Wisconsin Breast Cancer dataset

respectively.

is obtained from a prominent machine learning

 To compare all 569 rows within the dataset using

database named UCI machine learning database [6].To

column index 1 to 4, we create pairplots using the

create the dataset Dr. Wolberg used fluid samples,

method ‘pairplot’ method from the seaborn library.

taken from patients with solid breast masses and an

 The cleaner dataset is re-inspected.

easy-to-use graphical computer program called Xcyt,

 We get the correlation between the columns and then

which is capable of perform the analysis of cytological

visualize it using ‘corr’ and ‘heatmap’ methods for

features based on a digital scan (Building a Simple

further exploration.

Machine Learning Model on Breast Cancer Data,
Vishabh Goel, 2018).

2.5 Splitting the dataset into independent(X) and
dependent(Y) datasets

2. Methodology

 X has the features that can help us detect cancerous
cells.

2.1 Importing the libraries
Libraries NumPy, pandas, seaborn, matplotlib, and sci-kit
learn are imported.

 Y is for diagnosis, i.e., it tells us whether they are
cancerous cells or not.

2.2 Loading the data

2.6 Creating the training and testing dataset

 The Wisconsin dataset is loaded using ‘read_csv’

 Both X and Y are split into 75% training data and 25%
testing data using ‘train_test_split’ method from the

method from the pandas library.
 First seven rows are inspected.

Sci-kit library.
 X_train is the 75% which correlates with Y_train.

2.3 Exploring the data

Similarly, X_test is the 25% and Y_test correlates with

 We get the dimension of the dataset, i.e., the number of

that.
 We scale or standardize the dataset to bring the values

rows and columns by the ‘shape’ method.
 We also get a count of the empty values present in the
dataset.

within a certain range.Since most of the machine
learning algorithms use Euclidian distance between
two data points in their computations [8],we bring all

2.4 Cleaning the data

features to the same level of magnitudesto keep them

 From this step onwards, we start to ‘pre-process’ the

from functioning abnormally which usually happens

data.Data

pre-processing

utilizesstrategies

like

theevacuation of loudinformation, expulsion of missing
information, filling default esteems if material and so

when the individual features don't resemble the
standard normally distributed data.
(Value –Mean) / Standard deviation

forth are utilized during revision of information before
bolstering it to the calculation [2].
 We determine the rows and columns that contain
missing values and drop them since they add no value.

2.7 Creating a function to hold the three different
classifier model
Logistic Regression, Decision Tree and Random Forest

 We get a count of the M’s (Malignant) and B’s

classifier – these are the models that will detectthe

(Benign) cells mentioned in the ‘diagnosis’ column.

presence of cancer cells in a patient. Through this function

Further, we visualize the same using the ‘countplot’

we will also print the accuracy of each model using the

method from the seaborn library.

training data.
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2.8 Creating the model
Classification is one of the most important and essential

2.10 Printing the prediction of the most accurate
classifier and comparing with actual dataset.

tasks in machine learning and data mining. About a lot

We observe that most of the values in the actual dataset

of research has been conducted to apply data mining and

match with the corresponding value in the predicted

machine learning on different medical datasets to

dataset.

classify Breast Cancer. Many of them show good
classification accuracy [5].
This model will consist of all the models. Further, it will
produce the accuracy scores on the training data for each
model to classify if the patient has cancer or not.

2.9 Testing the model
 We obtain the confusion matrix and the accuracy of
each model respectivelyusing the test data.
 The confusion matrix shows us how many patients
each model misdiagnosed(number of cancer patients
that were misdiagnosed as not having cancer i.e., false
negative, and the number of safe patients that were
misdiagnosed with having cancer i.e., false positive)
and the number of correct diagnoses represented by the
true positives and true negatives.
1.

False Positive (FP) = A test result that erroneously
indicates the existence of a particular condition or
property.

2.

True Positive (TP) = A test result that correctly
identifies the presence of a particular value,

Figure 2 shows thePredicted dataset values Versus
Original dataset values

3. Results and Discussion
We observe that the Random Forest classifier
outperformed all other classifiers considered in the
project with an accuracy of 96.5%. So, I would advise
using this model for detecting cancer cells in
patients.The model misdiagnosed a few patients as
having cancer when they didn’t and vice-versa. Models
like these are worked upon and improved till they
achieve an accuracy of almost 100%, as these models
deal with human lives, and even a minute compromise
can eventually lead to heavy losses.Machine learning
algorithms can be used for medical oriented research as
it advances the system, reduces human errors, and
lowers manual mistakes [9].

condition, or property. Sensitivity refers to the
measure of the proportion of these true positive
values. It is also known as'true positive rate' or
'probability of detection' in certain fields.
3.

True Negative (TN) = A test result that correctly
identifies the negative values. Specificity measures
the proportion of these true negative values.It is
also known as 'true negative rate'.

4.

False Negative (FN) = A test result that shows that
a condition is not met when it is met.
Figure 3 shows the Confusion matrices and testing
accuracies for all models

4. Conclusion
This project helped us gain insight into the one of the
possible roles of machine learning in the field of
Figure 1 shows Confusion Matrix table

healthcare. It gave me the opportunity to work with
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various software’s and libraries and produce effective

[10]Y.-S. Sun, Z. Zhao, Z.-N. Yang, F. Xu, H.-J. Lu, Z.-Y. Zhu, W.
Shi, J. Jiang, P.-P. Yao, and H.-P. Zhu. Risk factors and

results.
It was a great learning opportunity where we trained

preventions of breast cancer. Int. J. Biol. Sci., vol. 13, no. 11, p.
1387, 2017.

and tested various machine learning classifiers using a
widely used dataset. Through this project, we learnt
thatML classifiers serve as powerful mediums for the
prediction and detection of various diseases and are
frequently used in today’s healthcare sector.
In the future, we want to keep honing our skills and
gain more knowledge about the same. We wish to
participate in similar projects in the future and try to
get better results. Thankyou.
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